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Abstract:
The Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) process has been the most widely used technology for the
conversion of various refinery hydrocarbon streams into high-octane gasoline and high-value
petrochemical feed-stocks. Great strides have been made to develop predictive process models for
riser reactor performance; with development focused on molecule-based cracking kinetic network
and little attention has been paid to fundamental coupling of multiphase hydrodynamics and
reaction kinetics. Local coupling between hydrodynamics and reaction kinetics is critical to the
development of riser reaction models, as most reactions occur inside catalysts pores. The reaction
performance relies strongly on catalyst temperature, local CTO, spent-fresh catalyst composition
(due to back flow near wall), and reaction time duration; which are all functions of local reactioncoupled hydrodynamics. Few of these coupling mechanisms have been investigated.
As a first step, we develop modeling approach to capture dominant features of flow-reaction
coupling in FCC riser reactor. The model predictions reasonably match with plant data and shows
the cracking intensity at the riser bottom is much greater than that calculated from conventional
riser models, which neglects oil-catalyst hydrodynamic coupling and catalyst dilution due to volume
expansion.
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